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Introduction to R

Chapter 1

1.1 IntroductIon

Statistical computing and high-scale data analysis tasks needed a new category of computer 
language other than the procedural and object-oriented programming languages. The main 
objective of this category of language was to support various types of statistical analysis 
and data analysis tasks rather than developing new software. There is plenty of data 
available today which can be analysed in different ways and can provide a wide range 
of useful insights for different operations in different industries. However, the problem 
was the lack of support, tools and techniques for data analysis for different purposes.

1.1.1 What is R?
R is a special type of object-oriented scripting language used in statistical computing and 
graphics. R language has stemmed from its ancestor S language. S is a proprietary language 
for statistical computing and is not easily available. R is a GNU project and open source 
language; the environment of R language is similar to its ancestors. John Chambers and 
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2  Business Analytics using R

his colleagues developed R language from S language environment at Bell Laboratories. 
Despite some differences between R and S in terms of implementation and syntaxes, the 
codes written in S can be executed in an R environment. 

1.1.2 Why R?
R opened up tremendous scope for statistical computing and data analysis. It provides 
techniques for various statistical analyses like classical tests and classification, time-
series analysis, clustering, linear and non-linear modelling and graphical operations. The 
techniques supported by R are highly extensible. 

S language is the pioneer of statistical computing; however, it is a proprietary solution 
and is not readily available to developers. In contrast to this, R language is available 
freely under the GNU license. Hence, it helped the developer community in research 
and development. 

Another reason behind the popularity and widespread use of R language is the superior 
support for graphics. It can provide well-developed and high-quality plots from data 
analysis. The plots can contain mathematical formulae and symbols, if necessary. However, 
users have full control over the choices of use of symbols in the graphics. Hence, other 
than robustness, user-experience and user-friendliness are two key aspects of R language. 

1.1.2.1 Advantages of  R over other Programming Languages
Advanced programming languages like Python also support statistical computing and 
data visualisation along with traditional computer programming. However, R wins the 
race over Python and similar languages because of the following two advantages:
 1. Python needs third party extensions and support for data visualisation and 

statistical computing. However, R does not require any such support extensively. 
For example, the lm function is present for linear regression analysis and data 
analysis in Python and R. In R, data can be easily passed through the function and 
the function will return an object with information about regression in detail. The 
function can return information about the standard errors, coefficients, residual 
values and so on. When lm function is called in Python environment, it will 
duplicate the functionalities through the use of third party libraries SciPy, NumPy 
and so on. Hence, R can do the same thing with a single line of code rather than 
taking support from third party libraries. 

tIP  �SciPy�is�used�for�performing�data�analysis�tasks�and�NumPy�is�used�for�representing�the�
data�or�the�objects.
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Introduction to R 3

 2. R has the fundamental datatype, a vector that can be organised and aggregated in 
different ways even though the core is the same. Vector data type imposes some 
limitations on the language as this is a rigid type. However, it gives a strong logical 
base to R. Based on the vector data type, R uses the concept of data frames that 
are similar to a matrix with attributes and the internal data structure is similar to 
spreadsheets or relational database. Hence, R follows a column-wise data structure 
based on the aggregation of vectors.

 Just Remember

There are some disadvantages of R. For example, R cannot scale efficiently for larger data sets. Hence, 
the use of R is limited to prototyping and sandboxing. It is rarely used for enterprise-level solutions. By 
default, R uses single-thread execution approach while working on data stored in RAM which leads to 
scalability issues as well. Developers from open source communities are working hard on these issues and 
making R capable of multi-threading execution and parallelisation. It will help R to utilise more than one 
core of processors. There are big data extensions from companies like Revolution R and the issues are 
expected to be resolved in near future. There are other languages like SPlus that can help to store objects 
permanently on disks. Hence, it supports better memory management and analysis of the high volume of 
massive datasets.  

Check your Understanding

 1. What is R? 
 Ans: R is an open source programming language for data science and statistical computing. 

 2. What is the predecessor of R language? 
 Ans: The statistical computing language S is the predecessor of R language.

 3. What is the fundamental data type of R?
 Ans: The fundamental data type of R is a vector.

 4. What is the disadvantage of R in using enterprise level large scale solutions?
 Ans: R language cannot scale up for larger data sets. Hence, it is difficult to use R for large-

scale data analysis tasks for enterprise level solutions.
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1.2 downloadIng and InstallIng r

The integrated development suite for R language can be downloaded from the 
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN)1. The network includes mirror websites for 
downloading the suite from different countries. 

1.2.1 Downloading R

To download R, users need to visit the CRAN mirror page and click on the URL of the 
chosen mirror that will redirect them to the respective site (Figure 1.1). 

R is offered as a precompiled binary distribution of the base system and contributing 
packages. There are different distributions of R available for different operating systems 
(OS) like Windows, Mac and Linux.

tIP  �In�some�Linux�OS,�R�distributions�are� included�by�default.�Hence,� it� is�a�good� idea� to�check� the�
package�management�system�of�a�Linux�OS�platform�before�installing�R�on�it.�

1.2.1.1 Downloading R for Windows
Windows users need to first download and install binaries for base distribution. The 
current version of the base binary distribution is R 3.3.1. Users can check and download 
previous contributions and versions of R, Rtools from the mirror website. Rtools is used 
for building R and its packages (Figure 1.2).

1.2.1.2 Downloading R for Mac
For Mac, R works on Mac OS version 10.6 or more. The downloadable directory con-
tains the base distribution and packages for downloading and installing R on Mac  
(Figure 1.3). 

1.2.1.3 Downloading R for Linux
There are different distributions of R available for different distributions of Linux like 
Ubuntu, Debian, RedHat and SUSE (Figure 1.4). On the command line interface (CLI), 
the following command will download the binary on a Linux machine—$ wgethttp://
cran.rstudio.com/src/base/R-3/R-3.1.1.tar.gz

1 URL of CRAN—https://cran.r-project.org/mirrors.html
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6  Business Analytics using R

Figure 1.2 Downloading R for Windows

1.2.2 Installing R

After downloading R distribution binaries for the correct OS platform, R is installed. 

1.2.2.1 Installing R on Windows
Installing R on Windows is simple—users need to double-click on the downloaded binary, 
named R-3.3.1-win.exe, on a graphical interface. There are command line installation 
options available for Windows (Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.4 Downloading R for Linux distributions

Figure 1.5 R console on a 32-bit Windows PC
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tIP  �There�are�two�versions�available�for�32-bit�and�64-bit�Windows�OS.�By�default,�both�the�versions�
are�installed.�Hence,�users�need�to�select�the�desired�version�manually�during�installation.

Installing Rtools
Rtools is an additional requirement for developing R packages under Windows OS 
environment. Other than installing the R software on Windows, users need to install 
Rtools for the installed version of R. 

1.2.2.2 Installing R on Mac
On Mac, the process of installing R is similar to Windows. Users need to double-click on 
the binaries downloaded from the CRAN website and follow the prompts.

1.2.2.3 Installing R on Linux
On Linux distributions, users need to install R from the source. By following commands 
in the supervisor mode, users can install R on Linux. Following steps will install and 
configure R into a user-specific subdirectory within the home directory.
$ tar xvf R-3.1.1.tar.gz
$ cd R-3.1.1
$ ./configure --prefix=$HOME/R
$ make && make install

tIP  �Settin��the�path�on�Linux�machine�is�very�critical�and�important.�Without�the�path,�R�and�RScript�
do�not�work.�

1.2.3 Primary File Types of  R

Working with R involves working on two types of files—RScripts and R markdown 
documents.

1.2.3.1 RScript
RScript is a text file that contains commands for an R program. The same commands 
can be executed individually on the CLI of integrated development environment (IDE) 
for R programming. An RScript can be also be developed and executed. However, there 
is a difference between executing a command directly on CLI and executing the same 
command through an R script. An RScript has a .R extension.

Command-line interface is needed for quick and small data processing and checking 
operations. In large-scale solutions, it integrates multiple programs during prototyping and 
subsequent phases. In that case, RScripts are used for managing the integration process.
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1.2.3.2 R Markdown Documents
R markdown documents are produced for creating and authoring dynamic documents, 
reports and presentations from R. R markdown documents have a set of markdown 
syntaxes derived from the core markdown syntaxes. These syntaxes are embedded into 
RScripts and codes. When these embedded codes and scripts are executed then the output 
is formatted based on the markdown syntaxes and hence becomes easily understandable. 
R markdown documents can be regenerated automatically if the underlying RScripts 
and codes or data are changed. The output format of an R markdown covers a wide 
range of formats including PDF, HTML, HTML5 slides, websites, dashboards, tufte 
handouts, notebooks, books, MS word, etc. The extension for R markdown document files  
is .rmd.

Check your Understanding

 1. How to locate an RScript file in a typical file system?
 Ans: An RScript file can be located in a typical file system by verifying if the extension of the 

file is .R.

 2. What is R markdown and how is it different from word documentation?
 Ans: R markdown documents are dynamic and reproducible. Markdown files are used for 

making reports and documents with R. These markdown codes are embedded into 
files such as PDF, HTML, word files, etc. On the contrary, word files are text files only 
and do not support markdown.

1.3 IdEs and tExt EdItors

Various text editors can be used for writing RScripts and codes. Table 1.1 describes some 
popular IDEs and text editors for writing and executing R codes. 

Table 1.1 Some IDEs and text editors for writing and executing R codes

Name Platform(s) License Details and Usage

Notepad and 
Notepad++ 
to R

Windows, 
Linux and 
Mac

GNU GPL Notepad++ to R is an editor for R that is simple and 
robust. It supports extensions like close passing to 
Notepad++ editor, R GUI editor and optionally to a 
PuTTY w\window on a remote machine. It supports 
batch processing using shortcuts, monitoring of 
execution of RScripts and so on. 
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Tinn-R Windows GNU GPL Tinn-R is a word processor and text editor that can 
process generic ASCII and UNICODE on Windows OS. 
This is well integrated into R and supports GUI and IDE 
for R. 

Revolution 
Productivity 
Enhancer 
(RPE)

Commercial Revolution productivity enhancer is an R productivity 
or enhanced environment. However, it can work as an 
IDE for new users. The usability features of RPE are 
very supporting. It includes features like IntelliSense for 
detecting completion of word, code snippets, and so on. 
Hence, RPE is an integrated IDE and editor with built-in 
visual debugging tools.

There are various IDEs used in R language. You will learn about these IDEs in the 
following section.

1.3.1 R Studio
R studio is the most widely used IDE for writing, testing and executing R codes 
(Figure 1.6). This is a user-friendly and open source solution. There are various parts in 
a typical screen of R studio IDE. These are:

 d Console where users write a command and see the output
 d Workspace tab where users can see active objects from the code written in the console
 d History tab that shows a history of commands used in the code
 d File tab where folders and files can be seen in the default workspace
 d Plot tab shows graphs
 d Packages tab shows add-ons and packages required for running specific process(s)
 d Help tab contains the information on IDE, commands, etc.

1.3.2 Eclipse with StatET
Eclipse is a well-known IDE for Java, C++, etc.; however, Eclipse can be used for statistical 
programming based on R language also. The corresponding IDE is called Eclipse with 
StatET. Eclipse with StatET offers a set of tools that can be used for coding in R and 
building R packages. It supports one or more local and remote installations of R. Its 
functionalities can be expanded by using more add-ons like Sweave and Wikitext. Different 
parts of the IDE are given below:

 d Console for R
 d Object browser
 d Package manager 
 d Debugger
 d Data viewer
 d R help system
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1.4 HandlIng PackagEs In r
R is an open source language, thus, new packages are being developed and updated 
by developers daily. Some of these packages may not work properly or may have bugs. 
Hence, it is not a good idea to use every new and updated package on R development 
environment. This can affect the stability of the development environment. A stable 
environment requires the sandboxing technique to test new packages or update a package 
before installing it in the development environment.

In general, there is a single package library with each installation of R on a computer. 
Users can change the path to that library to install a package on a different location other 
than the default package library. The command .libPaths() changes the path of the 
package library.

Example
> .libPaths()

Output
C:/R/R-3.1.3/library

This is the default package library location. The following command will change it 
into another path:

Example
> .libPaths(“~/R/win-library/3.1-mran-2016-07-02”)

Output
C:/Users/User1/Documents/R/win-library/3.1-mran-2016-07-02

R can be extended easily with the help of rich set of packages. There are more than 
7700 packages available for R language. These packages are used for different purposes. 
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 list some commonly used R packages for different purposes.

Table 1.2 Commonly used R packages for different purposes

Data Management Data Visualisation Data Products Data Modelling and 
Simulation

dplyr, tidyr, foreign, 
haven etc. 

ggplot, ggvis, lattice, 
igraph etc. 

shiny, slidify, knitr, 
markdown etc. 

MASS, forecast, 
bootstrap, broom, nlme, 
ROCR, party etc. 
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Table 1.3 Commonly used packages in R

Author(s) Package 
Name

Description Available At

Andrew Gelman, 
et al.

arm It is used for hierarchical or multilevel 
regression models.

http://cran.r-project.org/
web/packages/arm/

Douglas Bates, 
Martin Maechler, 
and Ben Bolker

lme4 It contains functions for generating 
generalised and linear mixed-effects 
models. 

http://cran.r-project.org/ 
web/packages/lme4/

Duncan Temple 
Lang

Rcurl It provides an interface of R to the package 
library, libcurl. The interface helps in 
interacting with the HTTP protocols for 
importing raw data from the web.

http://www.omegahat.
org/RCurl/

Duncan Temple 
Lang

RJSONIO It provides a set of functions to read 
and write JSON for analysing data from 
different web-based APIs.

http://www.omegahat.
org/RJSONIO/

Duncan Temple 
Lang

XML It provides functions and facilities for 
analysing HTML and XML documents to 
extract structured data from web-based 
sources.

http://www.omegahat.
org/RSXML/

Gabor Csardi igraph It contains routines for network analysis 
and making simple graphs to represent 
social networks.

http://igraph.
sourceforge.net/

Hadley Wickham ggplot It contains a set of grammar rules for 
implementing graphics in R. The package 
is used for creating high-quality graphics.

http://cran.r-project.org/ 
web/packages/glmnet/
index.html

Hadley Wickham lubridate The package provides functions to use 
dates in R is an easier way. 

https://github.com/
hadley/lubridate

Hadley Wickham reshape It contains a set of tools for manipulation, 
aggregation and management of data in R.

http://had.co.nz/plyr/

Ingo Feinerer tm It contains functions to perform text 
mining in R. Text mining helps to work 
with unstructured data. 

http://www.spatstat.
org/spatstat/

Jerome Friedman, 
Trevor Hastie, and 
Rob Tibshirani

glmnet It helps to work with the elastic-net and 
also regularised and generalised linear 
models. 

http://had.co.nz/
ggplot2/

1.4.1 Installing an R Package
Users need to navigate through the package library and install a package in the desired 
location. Following commands are used for navigating through R package library and 
installing R package.
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1.4.1.1 getwd() Command
getwd() command returns the path of the current working directory. 

Example
>getwd()

Output
[1] C:/Users/User1/Documents/R

1.4.5.4 setwd() Command
setwd() command resets the current working directory to another location as per users’ 
preference.

Example
>setwd(“C:/path/to/my_directory”)

Output

It will change the path to the user specific directory.

1.4.1.2 find.package() and install.packages() Command
find.package() and install.packages() commands will install specific R package(s). 
There are two versions of this command. The first one helps in installing one package 
at a time and the other one is used to install multiple packages at a time using a single 
command—install.packages(). More details on commands like find.package() and 
install.packages() can be retrieved using the help() command. For example, help 
(installed.packages) can show details like version number of a function.

Example

To install a single package, the command is:
>find.package(“ggplot2”)
>install.packages(“ggplot”)

Output 

The first command will help to find if there is any package named “ggplot2” installed in the 
system or not. Then the install.package() function will install the package named “ggplot2” 
CLI (Figure 1.7). It will download and install the package and all of the dependencies of the 
package.
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Figure 1.7 Example of installing a package

Example

To install more than one package(s) at a time, the install.packages() command will have 
the following format: 
>install.packages(c(“ggplot”,”tidyr”,”dplyr”))

Output

It will install packages ggplot, tidyr and dplyr.

tIP  �The�command�to�check�whether�a�package� is� installed�or�not� is� the� ‘if’� condition�checking.�The�
command�for�checking�whether�the�package�“ggplot2”�is�installed�or�not�can�be�done�by�using:�

>if (!require(“ggplot2”)){install.packages(“ggplot2”)}
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1.4.1.3 library() Command
library() command loads a package.

Example
>library(“ggplot2”)

Output

It will load the package “ggplot”.

Check your Understanding

 1. Name a few packages used for data management in R. 
 Ans: dplyr, tidyr, foreign, haven, etc.

 2. Name a few packages used for data visualisation in R. 
 Ans: ggplot, ggvis, lattice, igraph, etc.

 3. Name a few packages used for developing data produces in R. 
 Ans: shiny, slidify, knitr, markdown, etc.

 4. Name a few packages used for data modelling and simulation in R. 
 Ans: MASS, forecast, bootstrap, broom, nlme, ROCR, party, etc.

 5. How can the default path to package library be changed in R? 
 Ans: To change the default package library in R, users need to follow the following steps on 

the console of R IDE.
  Step 1: Check the current path to the package library
   > .libPaths()

  Step 2: Change the path using the following command. 
   > .libPaths(“write the desired path here”)

 6. What is the command to check and install the “dplyr” package? 
 Ans: if (!require(“dplyr “)) {install.packages(“dplyr “)}

 7. How to install multiple packages in R? 
 Ans: To install multiple packages in R the command is, >install.packages(c(“ggplo

t”,”tidyr”,”dplyr”))
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 Just Remember

To access help in RStudio, it can be accessed from the console and from the CLI (Figure 1.8). The command 
is help().

Figure 1.8 Accessing help() command from the console and CLI

1.5 aBc oF data ExPloratIon

Data exploration in R is an approach to summarise and visualise important characteristics 
of a data set. An exploratory data analysis focusses on understanding the underlying 
variables and data structure to see how they can help in data analysis through various 
formal statistical methods.

1.5.1 Load Internal Dataset
There are various inbuilt datasets in R, for example, AirPassengers, mtcars, BOD and more. 
A list of the datasets is available at https://vincentarelbundock.github.io/Rdatasets/
datasets.html.
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1.5.2 Some Commands for Data Exploration

1.5.2.1 str() Command
str() command displays the internal structure of a data frame.

Example
>str(mtcars)

Output

When a data frame named ‘mtcars’ is supplied, the command will show the internal structure 
of the data frame. The CLI is:
>str(mtcars)
‘data.frame’: 32 obs. of  11 variables:
 $ mpg :num  21 21 22.8 21.4 18.7 18.1 14.3 24.4 22.8 19.2 ...
 $ cyl :num  6 6 4 6 8 6 8 4 4 6 ...
 $ disp: num  160 160 108 258 360 ...
 $ hp  : num  110 110 93 110 175 105 245 62 95 123 ...
 $ drat: num  3.9 3.9 3.85 3.08 3.15 2.76 3.21 3.69 3.92 3.92 ...
 $ wt  : num  2.62 2.88 2.32 3.21 3.44 ...
 $ qsec: num  16.5 17 18.6 19.4 17 ...
 $ vs  :num  0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 ...
 $ am  :num  1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
 $ gear: num  4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 ...
 $ carb: num  4 4 1 1 2 1 4 2 2 4 ...

It shows the individual datatype of each column/variable of the dataset mtcars. 

1.5.2.2 summary() Command
summary() command includes functions like min, max, median, mean, etc., for each 
variable present in the given data frame.

Example
>summary(mtcars)

Output

The output shows a six-point summary of the each of the column or variable of the data 
set ‘mtcars’. The summary points are min, 1st quartile, mean, median, 3rd quartile and max 
(Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9 Example of summary() command

1.5.2.3 view() Command
view() command displays the given data set in a spreadsheet-like data frame viewer. 

Example
>View(“mtcars”)

Output

The output shows a tabular view of the content of the dataset mtcars (Figure 1.10).

1.5.2.4 head() Command
head() command displays the first ‘n’ numbers of observations from the given data frame. 
Users also need to specify the value of ‘n’.  

Example
>head(mtcars, n = 6)

Output

When a data frame named ‘mtcars’ is supplied, the command will show the first 6 observations. 
The output is:
>head(mtcars, n = 6)
mpgcyldisphp drat   wtqsec vs am gear carb
Mazda RX4        21.0   6  160 110 3.90 2.620 16.46  0  1    4    4
Mazda RX4 Wag    21.0   6  160 110 3.90 2.875 17.02  0  1    4    4
Datsun 710       22.8   4  108  93 3.85 2.320 18.61  1  1    4    1
Hornet 4 Drive   21.4   6  258 110 3.08 3.215 19.44  1  0    3    1
Hornet Sportabout 18.7   8  360 175 3.15 3.440 17.02  0  0    3    2
Valiant          18.1   6  225 105 2.76 3.460 20.22  1  0    3    1
>

1.5.2.5 tail() Command
tail() command displays the last ‘n’ numbers of observations from a given data frame. 
Users need to specify the value of ‘n’. 
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Example
>tail(mtcars, n = 5)

Output

When a data frame named ‘mtcars’ is supplied, the command will show the last 5 observations 
from the data frame. The output is: 

> tail(mtcars, n = 5)
                mpg cyldisphp drat    wtqsec vs am gear carb
Lotus Europa   30.4   4  95.1 113 3.77 1.513 16.9  1  1    5    2
Ford Pantera L 15.8   8 351.0 264 4.22 3.170 14.5  0  1    5    4
Ferrari Dino   19.7   6 145.0 175 3.62 2.770 15.5  0  1    5    6
Maserati Bora  15.0   8 301.0 335 3.54 3.570 14.6  0  1    5    8
Volvo 142E     21.4   4 121.0 109 4.11 2.780 18.6  1  1    4    2

1.5.2.6 ncol() Command
ncol() command returns the number of columns in the given dataset. 

Example
>ncol(mtcars)

Output

The output showing the number of columns in the dataset ‘mtcars’ is, 
>ncol(mtcars)
[1] 11

1.5.2.7 nrow() Command
nrow() command returns the number of rows in the given dataset. 

Example
>nrow(mtcars)

Output

The output showing the number of rows in the dataset ‘mtcars’ is, 
>nrow(mtcars)
[1] 32

1.5.2.8 edit() Command
edit() command helps in dynamic on editor data manipulation of datasets. When this 
command is invoked, a dynamic data editor window is opened with a tabular view of 
the dataset. Then the changes to the dataset can be made.
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Example
>edit(mtcars)

Output

The output showing the changes made in the first row of the dataset ‘mtcars’ is: 
> edit(mtcars)
                    mpg cyldisphp drat    wtqsec vs am gear carb
Mazda RX4 UPDATED  21.0  6 160.0 110 3.90 2.620 16.46  0  1  4  4
Mazda RX4 Wag      21.0  6 160.0 110 3.90 2.875 17.02  0  1  4  4
Datsun 710         22.8  4 108.0  93 3.85 2.320 18.61  1  1  4  1
Hornet 4 Drive     21.4  6 258.0 110 3.08 3.215 19.44  1  0  3  1
Hornet Sportabout  18.7  8 360.0 175 3.15 3.440 17.02  0  0  3  2
Valiant            18.1  6 225.0 105 2.76 3.460 20.22  1  0  3  1
Duster 360         14.3  8 360.0 245 3.21 3.570 15.84  0  0  3  4
Merc 240D          24.4  4 146.7  62 3.69 3.190 20.00  1  0  4  2
Merc 230           22.8  4 140.8  95 3.92 3.150 22.90  1  0  4  2
Merc 280           19.2  6 167.6 123 3.92 3.440 18.30  1  0  4  4
Merc 280C          17.8  6 167.6 123 3.92 3.440 18.90  1  0  4  4
Merc 450SE         16.4  8 275.8 180 3.07 4.070 17.40  0  0  3  3
Merc 450SL         17.3  8 275.8 180 3.07 3.730 17.60  0  0  3  3
Merc 450SLC        15.2  8 275.8 180 3.07 3.780 18.00  0  0  3  3
Cadillac Fleetwood 10.4  8 472.0 205 2.93 5.250 17.98  0  0  3  4
Lincoln Continental 10.4  8 460.0 215 3.00 5.424 17.82  0  0  3  4
Chrysler Imperial  14.7  8 440.0 230 3.23 5.345 17.42  0  0  3  4
Fiat 128           32.4  4  78.7  66 4.08 2.200 19.47  1  1  4  1
Honda Civic        30.4  4  75.7  52 4.93 1.615 18.52  1  1  4  2
Toyota Corolla     33.9  4  71.1  65 4.22 1.835 19.90  1  1  4  1
Toyota Corona      21.5  4 120.1  97 3.70 2.465 20.01  1  0  3  1
Dodge Challenger   15.5  8 318.0 150 2.76 3.520 16.87  0  0  3  2
AMC Javelin        15.2  8 304.0 150 3.15 3.435 17.30  0  0  3  2
Camaro Z28         13.3  8 350.0 245 3.73 3.840 15.41  0  0  3  4
Pontiac Firebird   19.2  8 400.0 175 3.08 3.845 17.05  0  0  3  2
Fiat X1-9          27.3  4  79.0  66 4.08 1.935 18.90  1  1  4  1
Porsche 914-2      26.0  4 120.3  91 4.43 2.140 16.70  0  1  5  2
Lotus Europa       30.4  4  95.1 113 3.77 1.513 16.90  1  1  5  2
Ford Pantera L     15.8  8 351.0 264 4.22 3.170 14.50  0  1  5  4
Ferrari Dino       19.7  6 145.0 175 3.62 2.770 15.50  0  1  5  6
Maserati Bora      15.0  8 301.0 335 3.54 3.570 14.60  0  1  5  8
Volvo 142E         21.4  4 121.0 109 4.11 2.780 18.60  1  1  4  2

tIP  �The�changed�dataset�should�be�stored�in�a�new�variable.�For�example,�it�is�a�good�practice�to�call�
the�edit()�method�as,�mtcars_new�=�edit(mtcars).

1.5.2.9 fix() Command
fix() command will save the changes in the dataset itself, so need to assign any variable 
to it.
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Example
> fix(mtcars)
> View(mtcars)

Output

Figure 1.11 Viewing the dataset ‘mtcars’ after changes using View() command
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It shows the changes made in the first row of the dataset and the changes saved 
automatically rather than being discarded like the edit() method (Figure 1.11). 

tIP  �To�read�help�on�any�command�in�R,�the�user�needs�to�type�“?”�followed�by�the�function�name�on�
the�console.

Check your Understanding

 1. BOD is an inbuilt data set in R. The output of the command View(BOD) is given below. 
What will be done by the following code? Explain your answer. 

   >View(BOD)

   >nrow(BOD)

 Ans: The output of the code will be the number of rows in the dataset BOD. Hence, the 
output will be, [1] 6.

 2. What will be done by the following code? 

   >head(BOD, n=3)

 Ans: The output will be the first three rows from the start of the dataset, i.e. 
    Time demand
   1 1   8.3
   2 2 10.3
   3 3 19.0

 3. What are the difference(s) between the head() and tail() commands in R? 
 Ans: The head() command shows records from the start of the dataset whereas the tail() 

command shows records from the end of the dataset.
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1.6 BIBlIograPHy

To explore more on R programming, following books can help: 
 d A First Course in Statistical Programming with R by Braun and Murdoch
 d An Introduction to R by Venables and Smith
 d A Beginner´s Guide to R by Zuur
 d R in a Nutshell by Adler
 d Introduction to Scientific Programming and Simulation using R by Jones, Maillardet 

and Robinson

 4. What will be the output of the following codes?
 a. The code is: 
   > summary(mtcas$mpg)

 Ans: The output will be a six-point summary of the mtcars$mpg numerical variable. 

 b. The code is:
   >summary(c(3,2,1,2,4,6))

 Ans: The output will be six-point summary:

Minimum 1st Quartile Median Mean 3rd Quartile Maximum

1.00 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.75 6.00

 c. The code is:

   >str(c(1,2,3,4))

 Ans: The output will be num [1:4] 1 2 3 4—the numeric variable.

 d. The code is:
   >str(c(‘Mon’, ‘Tue’,’Wed’,’Thurs’))

 Ans: chr [1:4] “Mon” “Tue” “Wed” “Thurs”.

 e. The code is:
   >head(c(‘Mon’, ‘Tue’,’Wed’,’Thurs’),2)

 Ans: The output will be [1] “Mon” “Tue”—the first two elements.

 f. The code is:

   >tail(c(‘Mon’, ‘Tue’,’Wed’,’Thurs’),2)

 Ans: The output will be [1] “Wed”   “Thurs”—the last two elements.
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Key Terms

Mu l t i p l e Ch o i C e Qu e s t i o n s

 1. What is R?
 (a) An object-oriented programming language.
 (b) An open source project from CRAN. 
 (c) A programming language for statistical computing.
 (d) All of these.

 2. Which of the following programming languages is a dialect of R language?
 (a) Python (b) C
 (c) S  (d) Q

 3. Which one is a text editor of R?
 (a) RStudio (b) Microsoft word
 (c) Notepad++ to R (d) Tableau

 d R�is�an�open�source�and�object-oriented�programming�language�for�statistical�computing�and�data�
visualisation.

 d R�is�a�successor�of�the�proprietary�statistical�computing�programming�language�S.�
 d R�can�be�downloaded�and�installed�on�different�OS�platforms�like�Windows,�Linux�and�Mac.
 d R�has�the�fundamental�data�type�of�vector.�
 d The�text�editors�like�Notepad++�to�R,�Tinn-R,�and�Rev�R�are�more�than�just�editors�for�R.�These�can�
support�extended�functionalities�and�IDE�features.

 d R�has�several�IDEs�like�RStudio,�Eclipse�with�StatET�and�so�on.�
 d R�has�a�rich�library�of�more�than�5500�packages.�
 d R�has�two�fundamental�file�types,�RScripts,�and�R�markdown�documents.
 d R�commands�can�be�written�in�RScripts�on�through�the�command-line�interface.�
 d R�has�a�rich�collection�of�inbuilt�data�sets�like�mtcars,�BOD�and�many�others.

Summary

R An open source and object-oriented pro-
gramming language for statistical computing 
and data visualisation.

IDE A special type of software that offers a set 
of comprehensive facilities to develop computer 
software. Usually, an IDE consists of a number 
of automation tools, a debugger and an editor 
for coding.  

CLI A console through which a user can inter-
act with the computer. The interaction happens 
through successive lines of commands on the 
console. 

BOD BOD is an inbuilt data set in R. It con-
tains data on the Biochemical Oxygen Demand. 
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 4. Which ones are IDEs for R?
 (a) RStudio (b) Both a and c
 (c) Eclipse with StatET (d) None of these

 5. What is the primary file type of R?
 (a) Vector  (b) Text file
 (c) RScripts (d) Statistical file

 6. R can be downloaded from:
 (a) CRAN website  (b) Google PlayStore
 (c) None of these (d) All of these

 7. Which of the following R packages is used for data management?
 (a) Haven (b) igraph
 (c) slidify (d) forecast

 8. Which of the following R packages is used for data visualisation?
 (a) haven (b) igraph
 (c) slidify (d) forecast

 9. Which of the following R packages is used for data products?
 (a) haven (b) igraph
 (c) slidify (d) forecast

 10. Which of the following R packages is used for data modelling and simulation?
 (a) Haven (b) igraph
 (c) solidify (d) forecast

 11. The functionalities of R are divided amongst: 
 (a) Packages  (b) Domains 
 (c) Libraries  (d) None of these

Answers to MCQs:
 1. (d) 2. (c) 3. (c) 4. (b) 5. (c) 6. (a) 7. (a)
 8. (b) 9. (c) 10. (d) 11. (a)

sh o r t An s w e r Qu e s t i o n s

 1. What is R? What are the advantages of R programming language over other general 
purpose programming languages? 

 2. How to install a package on R? 
 3. Give examples of two IDEs for R. 
 4. Give detailed examples of three packages used in R. 
 5. Give a detailed description of head() command used in R. 
 6. How to install multiple R packages with a single command?
 7. State the difference(s) between head() and tail() commands used in R. 
 8. State the difference(s) between ncol() and nrow() commands used in R. 
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